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Divine Lullaby sweeps lovingly over one's life with a rich and deep soothing, healing sound. From the birth

of a baby, to soothing the entire home with ambient, gentle flute, keyboard music, to saying goodbye to a

loved one wrapped with angelic energy an 10 MP3 Songs in this album (56:20) ! Related styles: NEW

AGE: Healing, NEW AGE: Ambient Details: "Have you ever wished that someone you loved would sing

you lullabies, stroke your brow, and soothe you with their gentle voice? If so, this is dedicated to you, from

my heart to yours, my beloved.' Jeannie Fitzsimmons ASCAP Compower Divine Lullaby CD Jeannie

Fitzsimmons is a unique artist with her own music although she was a classically trained flutist and

pianist. She has let go of the rigidity of some of that early training into a soft, cloud-like ease of flowing

sound. This is feminine music, from the heart of a sensitive. Intuitive and inspired by colors, moods, and

movement of emotional energy, her music flows like ribbons of sound through the atmosphere. Jeannie's

professional acting and performance background in Hollywood, guest-starring in TV, Film and her singing

with major artists on the road for several years, precedes her coming out as a healing music composer. A

multi-platinum songwriter, she has songs covered by Dionne Warwick on DIONNE produced by Barry

Manilow, by Dottie West, and by Anne Murray. She was a regular during the heyday of musical television

variety and on the Glen Campbell Goodtime Hour as singer/sketch actress, then with Julie Andrews Hour

before going fully into television acting and guest-starring in a dozen episodic TV shows. She was a

media spokeswoman on over 350 national commercials while living in LA and working for major

advertising companies. Her acoustic keyboard, flutes, angelic vocals are soothing, opening one to a deep

healing, peacefulness, and leave an 'air of serenity' wherever she plays or sings--as other composers

have reviewed. Primarily her CDs are strictly instrumental with her playing all instruments, however this

has Jeannie wrapping her flute and voice around pianist Oman Ken's acoustic keyboard ion Sedona,

Arizona. There is a sweet, and childlike whimsy in this Divine Lullaby CD with breathy but deep love

songs to the soul, amplifying our soul call to love and sweetness, her music is quieting but not trance

inducing, instead. are deeply soothing but allowing one to remain alert. A poet and speaker/author on

holistic and transformational living and expanding, her expanding music is used for quieting an
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environment, while driving--remaining alert, and for those who wish to find that still, calm place of peace.

It is intuitive, but not composed in trance, but clarity, alertness and awareness, and this translates in the

music. This can be music used in the background while writing, making love, walking on the beach with

iPod, or parallel to a cracking fire in the evening. It is music used by many healing practitioners, Reiki

practitioners, massage therapists, hypno-therapists, ministers, chiropractors, and energetic healers. The

soaring flutes, vocals and arrhythmic out of time music, allows one to 'fall into the gap' of silence and

stillness within.
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